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Theater Arts Honors Thesis: A Primer
Somewhere around sophomore spring a Beacon Theater student
might start to hear their upper class folk friends murmuring about this
thing called “thesis”. People are excited about it.
And maybe a little scared.
But what IS this THESIS?
Thesis is an opportunity for a creative arts student to add it up on their
own terms. After years of studying performance and dance and
music and art and writing and film and design and literature and
history and science and math and language we pose the essential
question - how have you changed as an artist from the beginning of
high school to the present?
Students are gifted ten minutes of stage time, a six week rehearsal
and production schedule, and an ensemble of classmates to
assemble their deeply personal response.
The process itself raises an infinite number of other questions.
What have I accomplished, achieved or built in my time at Beacon?
What kind of artist am I?
Wait, am I an artist?
What is my work?
Who are my people?
Who am I?
Am I ready to go?

Casual right?
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But being able to self reflect on creative accomplishments in the
weeks before graduation is some soul-searching heart-affirming stuff.
Especially for this particular group of students who were denied so
many opportunities to accumulate performance experience. Their
sophomore play was for seniors only and then just when they were
about to jump in the pool - boom - quarantimes. They only had one
remote semester of acting class Junior year and all performance
opportunities were virtual until June of 2021 when we took our work
to Central Park. Then when we were so excited to come back to
school this year we had TWO mainstages canceled by Covid. Ugh.
And yet their resumes and accomplishments are still seriously
impressive. When they couldn’t create ON stage, they still kept
creating in every other imaginable way.
The Beacon Theater Arts Honors Class of 2022 is the most
interdisciplinary multi-hyphenate cohort of creatives we’ve ever had
the honor to share time and space with. They are all the things in all
the ways. In the face of seemingly insurmountable setback after
setback, these incredible student artists just kept going.
I could not be more proud of every single one of them.
Happy * almost * Graduation you magical people!
Big Love,
Cimato
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Thesis Will Be Presented in Four Acts
There will be a short stretch break after acts 1 and 3
and a Ten Minute Intermission in the middle of the show.
Please try to remain seated for the performances and limit
coming in and out of the space during the presentation.

THANK YOU!

All material is culled from the course content from Theater Arts 1,
1.5, 2, Advanced Theater Arts, Theater Arts Honors, after school
B’DAT projects and student’s original composition.
Each Thesis was Curated and Directed by an Honors Student in
collaboration with their peers from Advanced Theater Arts.

CONTENT WARNING:
The performance will include discussion of sexual content,
LGTBQIA+ identies, political themes, implied sexual assault,
disordered eating and some spicy language.
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Act 1: Edge of Glory
Immersion by Alex Molesworth
America’s Peripheral Vision by Shirin Pechefsky
Assimilate by Avery Hudgins
with Mekhi Vazquez
Samantha Richards
Margo Luftig
Skye Fisher
Teshanna Gayle
Act 2: Poker Face
The Painter’s Angel by Aurore Mombelli
A Circle of Flaws by Eva Duarte
Reframed by Gwenn Kustera
with Isabella Argote
Alex Williams
Amanda Acevedo
Jigme Peden
Oliva Ruiz

+ + + Ten Minute Intermission + + +
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Act 3: Born This Way
The Arrival of the Bird by Amina Castronovo
Of All Trades by Kat Eastwick
Anatomy of the Soul by Idalys Gutierrez
with Naia Owens
Adam Smith
Izy Lusk
Gabriela Montes
Act 4: Dancer in the Dark
It’s Always Been There by Tara Sanchez
The Things We Equal by Olivia Kuan Romano
Leave It Behind by Aaliyana Garcia Rivera
Metamorphosis by Sariya Sealey
with Robbie Bonner
Norleah Harrington
Sanai Rashid
Taina Stuart
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Thank You
The Beacon Administration & the Beacon Staff for trusting us
to make brave work without censorship. Frank Willow-Rogers
and Esther Gross for administrative support. Super Joe of the
sixth floor crew for helping take care of our space. Building
Security for keeping us safe and cheering us on.
Nancy Molesworth and the Beacon Parents Association for
generously supporting our Teaching Artists . We simply would
not be here without their unyielding support.
Alice Rosenberg, Ward Archer, Carla “Fig” Figuereo, Hayley
Arleney Morales, Gordon Wandesford, Gisselle Morales and
T1, T2 and mates for their support and extra hands on deck.
Gwenn, Sariya and Liv for going above and beyond to exist
in two places at once.

Thesis Production Team
Jo Ann Cimato - Production Director
David Brune - Technical Director
Keithlyn Parkman - Master Electrician
Lighting Coordinator – Gwenn Kustera
Light Board Operator - Alice Rosenberg
Sound Coordinator - Oliva Kuan Romano
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Theater Arts Honors Studio Bios

(Composed by their collaborators!)

AALIYANA GARCIA (she/her) started singing long before she could talk.
By the time she was 8, Aaliyana knew that performing was her passion.
Aaliyana sang with her show choir during the premiere of the 2014
movie revival of Annie—where she was even included in the press
junkets. Another one of her early credits is singing for one of New York’s
top radio stations for hip hop Hot 97. When Aaliyana is not singing she
can be found writing for her Theater Honors class. She even won an
honorable mention for Scholastics Writing Awards. Since sophomore
year Aaliyana has been an active member of the Beacon Drama Art
Theatre community, her credits include but are not limited to: Twelfth
Night, The Wolves, Re-birthday, Overgrown, the Album and Rock Show.
She is also a member of the Beacon Music community and will be
singing at Beacon’s graduation. She is a lead vocalist in two bands:
Monday Withdrawals and Attention Span. Both bands have performed
at the iconic music lounge The Bitter End. Aaliyana will further her
musical endeavors at one of the top schools for musical theater,
Marymount Manhattan College.
ALEX MOLESWORTH (He/him) is a thespian through and through, with
years of experience in his back pocket. In his Freshman year, he was a
part of the ensemble for Amelie and he participated in choir. He was
on the set crew for Romeo + Juliet and he was on costumes and
backstage crew for Hair. He was an understudy in The Wolves his
sophomore year and was a part of the lighting crew for Indecent. He’s
in a director’s workshop and acted in ReBirthday. He has been in ATA
class for two years and he was in Theater Arts 1 his sophomore year. This
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year, he’s been a lively and entertaining voice in Theater Honors, and
he played Antonio in Twelfth night. Alex is an incredibly spirited and
smart person, as well as a loyal friend and an excellent thespian. In the
fall, he will be pursuing his Bachelor’s Degree of Fine Arts at University of
Southern California for stage, screen, and new media.
AMINA CASTRONOVO (she/her) joined the Beacon theater community
as an unsuspecting acting student second semester sophomore
year…. riiiight before the lock down. A scholar, activist and community
organizer, Amina is most known for her advocacy for climate justice,
social justice, and youth voice. Amina’s written work has appeared in
Ms. , Teen Vogue, Medium and ABC News to name a few. Wise
beyond her years and tenacious as “an otter holding on to the last bit
of kelp * ” Amina gets things done. Her leadership at Beacon is
recognized by Beacon students and staff who see how her fastidious
passion for our community elevated both the input of Student
Government in school leadership and amplified school spirit.
Creatively Amina spent Junior fall in a zoom box where acting from
home introduced her to Glennon Doyle’s Untamed. Making bold steps
towards seeing and claiming “her wild”, Amina continued in both ATA
and Theater Arts Honors this year. Amina spent consecutive semesters
honing her voice as an actor and playwright; developing masterful
performances including her work in the Shakespeare Gym and
incredible directing work in Angels In America.
You also might have caught Amina rocking a red power suit as the
Mayor of Illyria in 12th Night. Amina will attend Smith College in the fall
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where she will pursue a concentration in Community Engagement and
Social Change.
(* according to Gariela Montes)
AURORE MOMBELLI Aurore is a current senior at Beacon who has been
a member of the B’DAT for her full four years of high school. She always
comes into projects with an amazing attitude who is ready to work and
work collaboratively in the most unique and creative ways. Not only
does she express her art on the stage she is also a member of the
beacons art honors program. Aurore will be continuing her education
by attending Mcgill University in Montreal in the fall.
Auroe has worked on so many different B’DAT projects including
both on stage and tech throughout her full time at BDAY. Freshman
year she began her B’DAT journey with working on Romeo and Juliet
and joining the costume team for the first time when working on
Beacons production of Hair. She also starred in the classes of 2022
freshmen project : Almost Maine where she played Dave. Freshman
year was a time of exploration for Aurore as she figured out what in
B’DAT she truly wanted to do.
In her sophomore year before having to go online she also
performed in Beacons choirs rock show in 2019. After dealing with the
shift of the pandemic in 2020 and having to transition to making variety
Aurora was not only able to participate in the radio plays that were
being made but as a junior she was able to write and act in B’DATS
re-birthday in central park as a reopening of B’DAT as it was our first
performance back in person.
As a senior not only is she in art honors as mentioned before but
she also is taking theater honors and is currently getting ready to
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perform her thesis. And she also was in our most recent musical Twelfth
night as the Illyrian mom.
AVERY HUDGINS (he/they) is beyond ecstatic to show off their
incredible thesis. Avery is committed to Barnard college for a major in
creative writing and is very excited to continue their artistic journey by
living in the middle of the woods and focusing on their writing.
Freshman year Avery participated in the freshman project, playing East
in Almost Maine and participated in Brooklyn Youth Chorus. Sophomore
year they helped set up lighting for The Wolves, Indecent, and made
visuals for 12th Night. As a senior Avery took Theater Honors to curate a
senior thesis and worked with their peers to create multiple theatrical
works critiquing modern media and other art forms. Avery is an avid
lover of music and attends many concerts around the city. They also
play the bass. Avery has worked with writopia for 7 years and interned
with them as well. Avery volunteers as a reader to young children in
their free time. Avery has spent a lot of time behind the scenes in BDAT
working on the set construction, scenic painting, and lighting teams as
well as helping out around the box office and media teams. Avery
stage managed and ran the sound, and set construction for our thesis
group as well as making all of their own masquerade masks. Avery is an
incredibly kind and intelligent individual who excels in the creative
fields due to their unique way of thinking and unapologetic boldness in
how they run a room. Avery loves the color green as well as goth and
neoclassical music, the movie “Paranorman”, and the show “What we
do in the Shadows”. Avery can paraphrase any scene from Hamlet,
and plans to spread the gay agenda and marxist propaganda through
their

future

writing.

Avery

is
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an

amazing

up and coming

musical/theatrical/psychological genius so keep your eyes peeled for
when they release their astounding works.
EVA DUARTE (she/her) before joining B’DAT was part of a production of
Once On This Island in Ohio in 9th grade. Since moving to New York,
Eva has accomplished many artistic achievements. Not only is she a
successful theater and art honors student, but she has been part of
everything; tech, acting, singing, etc. She’s awesome at improvisation,
has helped audiences connect to the plays, been a swing for The
Wolves, and participated in the show choir. Unfortunately, because of
the pandemic, her T1 classes have been interrupted, but she continues
in her senior year to participate in theater in every aspect B’DAT has to
offer! Other than theater, Eva has worked as an assistant of a law firm,
and is featured in the Art Show with her zines. She will be attending NYU
for nursing, and hopes to use her creativity and knowledge learned at
Beacon in the future!
IDALYS GUTIERREZ (she/her) began their theatrical career in middle
school but has always been a natural in the spotlight. Growing up as a
dancer and saxophonist, there was no surprise when she started to
take an interest in acting in seventh grade. Idalys was drawn to
dramaturgy and Shakespeare which set her up to be an extremely
versatile and dedicated addition to the B’DAT community. A
dedicated member of the Freshman Project, Almost, Maine and Rock
Show choir season, Idalys spent her pre-pandemic times building her
skills and confidence.
Since then, Idalys has been in acting classes at Beacon every
semester where she has expanded her interest in directing and design.
She has been a part of nearly every B’DAT production since she joined
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and has explored almost all departments on and off stage. Idalys
concluded her theatrical career at Beacon by playing Maria in B’DAT’s
production of Twelfth Night and writing and performing in her Theatre
Art Honors thesis.
Idalys’s thesis serves as a culmination of her love for writing. She
has taken numerous poetry and creative writing classes in and out of
Beacon which have helped her gain the confidence to publish and
perform her original works. She will continue honing her passions at
Barnard College in the fall where she plans to be an English major with
a concentration in theater and creative writing.
GWENN KUSTERA (she/her) has been known to be an extremely
powerful pillar in the small world of Beacon Theater. With her can-do
attitude and devotion to putting her best work onto a stage. Her ability
to memorize scripts and blocking makes her an incredibly desired
person that almost anyone would want in their productions. She
attacks each project with precision and dedication–ultimately being
able to create her own world on stage and even during rehearsal.
Gwenn started her journey as an actor during Sophomore year,
Being cast as a swing for Beacon’s production of The Wolves, she spent
almost every single day after school watching the principal cast and
figuring out how to put her own spin on her character, showing that she
was ready to be on the stage at a moments notice.
As a junior, Gwenn was given her first Shakespeare Gymnastics
monologue where many of her peers and teachers noted that she
seemed different after her performance–that she truly realized what a
great actor she was.
As a senior, Gwenn was given her second Shakespeare
gymnastics monologue, which helped her push her abilities to take up
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space on stage as she played a character very unlike her. Along with
stage credits Gwenn has been the head of the lighting team where
she has helped out with not only B’DAT’s lighting requirements but
helping almost every other school event along the way. Gwenn was a
Gossip in Beacon’s production of Twelfth Night, where shimmered on
the stage and danced her way into the viewers hearts as a memorable
member of Illyria.
KAT EASTWICK (they/them) is a senior at Beacon and student of theater
and visual arts. They have participated in theater since sixth grade,
primarily focusing on technical design and stage managing. After three
years of technical theater, B’DAT’s resources and community was a
wonderful way to continue sharpening their skills. During Kat’s freshman
year they were the assistant production designer for B’DAT’s production
of Romeo + Juliet and HAIR where they began learning scenic design
and construction which they fell in love with. Outside of Beacon they
have been part of Open Stage Project since 2020 where they have
been mentored by Bethany Stewart, a Broadway Production Manager,
and have collaborated with other Broadway design and technical
professionals. This summer, Kat will intern with a Broadway scenic
designer. This year Kat stepped into the spotlight for the first time
through their debut as Duke Orsino in B’DAT’s production of Twelfth
Night! It was their first acting performance and now Kat is excited to
explore performing and singing further.
They will continue to follow their passion for theater at Williams
College where they plan to study history and theater, exploring the
intersections of American history, theater, and gender and sexuality
studies.
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As the end of their senior year comes to a close, Kat is eager to
write and act in their thesis as part of Beacon’s Theater Honors class
which allows them to combine all of the theatrical skills they have
dedicated themselves to for so many years. They will also have their
visual art showcased in Beacon’s annual art show as a part of the
Visual Art Honors Class. This year Kat was also Co-Secretary General of
Model UN, Co-President of B’SAGA, Co-Editor in Chief of Beacon Ink
and founded the Beacon Equity Team.
OLIVIA KUAN-ROMANO (she/her) has been involved in the performing
arts ever since the age of 5. From a young age excelling in dance and
theater. Dancing at the School of American Ballet. Then with the New
York City Ballet she performed in George Balanchchine’s The
Nutcracker at Lincoln Center, as well as the off Broadway premiere of
A little Princess. At Beacon this passion continued, where her interest in
tech was sparked. Joining the BDAT sound team in freshman year led
her to be the head of sound on the production of Twelfth Night and
doing sound on HAIR, The Wolves, Indecent and the quarantimes radio
play, Totally Tax Deductible. Olivia’s expertise in sound and lighting
allowed her to tech many school events like the BSU show, The
Bollywood show and much more. In Choir, Olivia not only sang but did
sound

mixing,

video

editing,

songwriting and played multiple

instruments (guitar, flute, bass, ukulele). Besides theater Olivia has also
been a competitive gymnast for 10 years and has an interest in
photography and has done photography for many BDAT events.
Currently Olivia is in the advanced dance and advanced theater
classes. In the fall she will be attending Barnard College of Columbia
University where she will be majoring in Psychology and Dance, with
aspirations of continuing to be involved in theater and theater tech.
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SARIYA SEALEY (she/her) is an active member of both Beacon Drama
Art Theater (B’DAT) and the Beacon Dance Company (BDC). She
started performing at the age of five and hasn’t stopped since. This
year, her days are filled with performance arts classes as she is enrolled
in Advanced Theater Arts (ATA), Honors Theater, and Advanced
Dance. Outside of Beacon, she has had additional training under the
Mark Morris Dance Group, ABT, Lincoln Center’s Boot Camp, and
Society’s Performers. She has worked on a number of projects at
Beacon including playing Alexa in the radio play Totally Tax
Deductible, being an Illyrian Gossip in Twelfth Night and performing in
numerous dance shows. She has also done modeling work and
performed at the MET. Next year, Sariya will continue to pursue the arts
in New York City as a Dramatic Arts major at The New School.
SHIRIN PECHEFSKY (she/her) is a writer, athlete, and yo yo champion.
When she was little, she looked up to the women who studied great
apes; some of her role models were Jane Goodall, Dianne Fossey, and
Birute Galdickas. She has been playing softball since she was 9 years
old, and this year she captained the Beacon girls softball team, as well
as played starting pitcher. The coach even built this team with its
captain in mind! She reached 101 strikeouts this year alone, and led her
team to be utterly undefeated. After graduating from Beacon, Shirin
will move on to play division 3 softball at Sarah Lawrence College while
studying the liberal arts. Shirin stumbled into the theater world because
all of her friends happened to be theater kids. (And even now, they do
not let her escape.) Previously, she took B’DAT’s Theater 1 class and
performed in the class’s production of Welcome to the Moon and
Other Plays. In the intimate Theater Honors room, Shirin raves about her
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favorite play, Take Me Out, and makes pungent points about baseball
as a microcosm of society. Over quarantine, Shirin picked up writing
and conjured up a fantasy novel about an alternate world where
superpowers are commonplace and power imbalance has an entirely
new meaning. One day she hopes to pen a TV show or publish a novel.
Outside of sports and writing, Shirin likes to sleep and spend time with
her family. Her mother is Indian and Ugandan, and her father’s family
comes from Kansas and the Bronx. Coming from so many different
backgrounds allows Shirin to have an innate understanding of the sheer
diversity of humanity, and how important it is to know where you come
from. She is fluent in English and Spanish, and her best friend is her
grandma.
TARA SANCHEZ (she/her), as the actor who just did an outstanding job
of portraying the Blue Illyrian in 12th Night, she is also known more
nationally for her great skills in Judo. Starting her Judo journey in 2013 at
just 9 year olds was something impeccable, not to mention that she
began competing just a year later in 2014. She has competed in
somewhere over 50 competitions in the 9 years of training that she has
completed. Not only that but she was recruited to Team USA and
represented The US at the infantile pan american competition in 2018,
in addition to being ranked #2 in the country in the 68kg cadet
category for 3 years. Tara still trains and is an assistant teacher on and
off at Kokushi Budo Institute. Her athletic achievements didn't stop
there as she joined the wrestling team her freshman year and won the
PSAL city championship, and ranked 5th at states that same year.
Her acting journey began long before she even recognized,
starring as Silly Girl #3 as well as being the understudy for Belle in her
Elementary school production of Beauty and the Beast was just the
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beginning. Her break lasted about 6 years before she re-joined the
theater scene by being placed into a Sophomore year T1 class. She
partook in projects like Anna Devire Smith’s Twilight Los Angeles and
Welcome to the Moon and Other Plays by John Patrick Shanely. She
continued her theater path by joining BDAT in the middle of the horrible
pandemic that kept us indoors for 18 months during her junior year. She
was a main editor for the B’DAT Docu-series as well as a playwright and
actor for the BDAT Re’birthday, where she directed her own comedy
scene about the competition that comes with the sports scene. She
discovered her passion in playwriting while taking online classes with
our beloved alumni Maya. She now takes both ATA and Honors in her
Senior year where she continues writing and producing amazing mini
plays. Although she was hesitant, she also joined choir this year,
stepping out of her comfort zone, during her run of BDAT’s production
of 12th Night. Tara will continue her playwriting in City College as she
majors in Education in History and minors in Film.
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